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From the President Richard Wagner
Location, Location, Location

The December meeting will be held at Carleton! Negotiations are proceeding with 
the National Museum of Science and Technology and should be successfully 
completed shortly, but we don't want to commit to the change in location until we have 
a signed contract.

Nov. 22 Annual Dinner Speaker
Dr. Robert Garrison has been an active member of the RASC for 28 years and 

recently became the second vice-president of the Society. He has been a professor of 
astronomy at the University of Toronto since 1968, and is an associate director of the 
David Dunlap Observatory, being in charge of the 60-cm Helen Sawyer Hogg 
Telescope at U of T's Southern Observatory in Chile— the subject of his talk.

Dr. Garrison is very active in sharing astronomy with the public, having made 
countless appearances on radio and TV, public lectures and popular courses. He is a  
strong advocate of professional-amateur co-operation in astronomy.

In celebration of the 25th anniversary of the Helen Sawyer Hogg Telescope, Dr. 
Garrison will speak on “The Little Telescope that Could, Did, and Goes on Doing.” He 
will present some of the trials and tribulations of running an observatory from a 
distance of 6,000 km.

[Note: Tickets for the Annual Dinner Meeting are $27 and must be purchased by 
Friday, Nov. 15. Tickets will be available at the Nov. 1st Observers Group meeting, 
but may be purchased by mail from Gary and RoseAnne Mussar, 53 Aero Drive, 
Nepean, Ont. K2H 5E3. Please make cheques payable to: RASC Ottawa Centre 
Annual Dinner. A ticket is not required if you wish to attend only the business portion 
of the meeting and after-dinner talk.]

Our Cover
Two Hubble Space Telescope images showing Jupiter’s amoral rings and their 
relationship with the volcanic moon, Io. The faint, carved lines in both images 
represent the “flux tube,” an invisible electrical current of charged particles ejected 
from Io (on the right in  the visible-light image) which follows the lines of Jupiter’s 
magnetic field to the planet’s magnetic poles.

The lower image, taken in ultraviolet light, shows the rings of auroral emissions 
(excited hydrogen gas in the Jovian atmosphere) at rite north and south poles, with 
the “footprints” of the flux tube terminating just outside. Both Io and Jupiter’s 
atmospheric details are faint in the UV, and thus are not visible in this image.

Credits: John T. Clarke and Gilda E. Ballester (University of Michigan), John 
Trauger and Robin Evans ( Jet Propulsion Laboratory), and NASA.
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Observer of the Year Award Contenders
If you, or someone you know, would like to be considered for the RASC Ottawa 

Centre’s “Observer of the Year” award, observing logs must be submitted to Observers 
Group Chairman Glenn LeDrew for inspection by Nov. 14. Please note that only 
members may be considered for this award. Call Glenn at (613) 445-4167 to make 
arrangements.

City Lights Conference Robert Dick
Chairm an, Ottawa Centre Light Pollution 

Abatement Committee
On the weekend of October 11 and 12 the NCC hosted a City Lights conference at 

the RMOC headquarters on Lisgar Street. The focus of the meeting was to gain input 
from municipal engineers, lighting manufacturers, lighting architects and community 
groups for the development of a regional lighting policy. The conference was attended 
by representatives of the Ottawa Centre Light Pollution Abatement Committee (Arnie 
Weeks, Lee Macdonald and Steve Nourse) along with our president, Richard Wagner. 
As the Ottawa Centre LPAC chairman, I spoke to the conference on the light pollution 
abatement program we are conducting in the Ottawa area. Our representatives 
attended all four concurrent sessions. [See articles following by Arnie Weeks and Lee 
Macdonald. — Ed.]

The idea was to bring the different groups together to discuss common issues. As 
it turned out, everyone was in favour of low-intensity, low-glare illumination — or, as 
Terence Dickinson put it: “task-efficient lighting.”

Hallowe’en and the City Lights Conference Arnie Weeks
Well, it's Hallowe’en again, and I wonder what trick-or-treats are in store for this 

year? I see that it is business as usual in the newspapers. A headline in the Ottawa 
Citizen reads, “End of World Postponed,” based on Archbishop Ussher’s predictions 
made in the 1600s that the world would end at precisely 6:00 p.m. on Oct. 2 2 , 1996. I 
guess I can quit worrying now. As Archbishop of Armagh, he made this prediction 
after an evening of watching the stars and studying the Old Testament. [He obviously 
didn’t have a copy of the RASC Observer's Handbook! — Ed.]

The OPP are out searching for the “Kanata Flasher” while the council wrestles 
with new laws and rules for trespassing pussycats. Closer to home, the RASC Light 
Pollution Abatement Committee is still trying to determine Rob Dick’s exact e-mail 
address, the mirror has been installed at the IRO, and Linus is awaiting the arrival of 
the “Great Pumpkin.”

A treat was in store for members of the RASC who attended the City Lights 
Conference sponsored by the Illumination Engineers Society, the RMOC and the 
NCC. A number of “leading lights” (no pun intended) gave excellent presentations on
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recent developments in lighting design and practices in Ottawa and many other areas 
of the world. We were all treated to good news by the best lighting designers and their 
associates available.

Former NCC Chairperson Jean Pigott opened the conference, and Howard 
Brandston, a founder of the IES expounded on his experiences over the past 50 years 
and how he used good taste and common sense in his work without being a slave to 
“lighting standards.” It was quite a revelation to hear lighting designers from Paris, 
France such as Pierre Arnaud explain how to highlight historical sites through the 
highly artistic use of lights. Gone forever is the stereotype of a designer, working over 
a drafting table with a slide rule and formulae. Gene Smallwood, Phil Gabriel and 
other luminaries (Okay — pun intended this time!) indicated that although a great 
deal of work was done to codify lighting standards by the IES, some subjects such as 
light trespass and glare were not considered problems in the 1980s. Revisions to the 
IES standards will address these concerns.

Men like Graham Phoenix and others are engaged in the development of well- 
thought-out master lighting plans which carefully detail the benefits and steps that 
should result from sound planning, not to mention the potential increases in revenue 
caused by bringing back pedestrians to the cities at night, and the cost savings of more 
efficient lighting using less energy than older designs.

It was heartwarming to see that after being awarded the Light Pollution 
Abatement Award in 1995 by the RASC, the NCC had taken our representations 
seriously. It appears that much thought has been given to the design of light fixtures, 
especially the globular lights that will be used on Parliament Hill and the ceremonial 
route along Confederation Blvd. Sharp cut-off Kim lighting will be used in parking 
lots on Parliament Hill, while the globular lights will be shielded or contain lenses for 
directing the light to where it is required.

So, there is hope for the next year, as the RASC continues to visit municipalities 
and government agencies, encouraging them to adopt programs for light pollution 
abatement. As members of the RASC it is true that we are stargazers, who dread a 
clear sky obliterated by obtrusive light domes from our cities, but we are also 
taxpayers who cannot stand by as millions of dollars in wasted energy are thrown into 
the sky. Now is the time to make a stand and your Ottawa Centre is doing just th a t.

Let us not allow our memories of dark skies full of millions of stars, so much 
enjoyed by our ancestors, to disappear forever so that our children and their 
descendants are robbed of their heritage. Now is the time to support your RASC Light 
Pollution Abatement Committee and your local community’s efforts for a  decent 
environment.

Yes, this Hallowe’en has been a treat for this amateur astronomer. I wish all of 
you Clear Skies and great observing as we prepare for the arrival of the winter 
constellations and enjoy the early views of Comet Hale-Bopp.
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Lighting Economics Lee Macdonald
The seminar was moderated very skilfully by Jean Pigott. Opening remarks 

followed along predictable lines, with Ottawa Hydro stating the economics of cost; 
installation, operation and maintenance. There are approximately 25,000 lighting 
fixtures in the system: high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps last 24,000- plus hours, 
metal halide (MH) last about 7,500 hours and the typical pole holds out for over 40 
years. This represents system costs of $159 per year, per pole, for HPS lamps and $202 
per year per pole for those installations using MH lamps. And, oh yes, their budget has 
been cut by 25 percent this year.

Jean Pigott introduced Neil Stout as the person responsible for writing the 
Region’s master lighting plan. RMOC’s standard fixtures are cut-off or semi cut-off 
luminaires lamped with HPS bulbs. As the standards were last revised in the 1970s, 
Stout believes the time is right for a revision. Recently the Region installed sharp cut
off lighting along Hunt Club Road and March Road because the desire to protect the 
environment of the Greenbelt warranted the reduction of light trespass. RMOC 
performs the design and installation work and then passes the maintenance over to the 
local municipal government. And, oh yes, their budget has been cut for this year.

Tourism spokesman Pat Kelly reported that the average tourist spends $900 a day, 
and that anything, including attractive night lighting, that makes people feel more 
comfortable in the downtown would go a long way in attracting more tourists and 
hence more income. Board of Trade president Willy Bagnell stated that when people 
are attracted to the nighttime economy of the central city core because of increased 
security through better lighting, they spend more money, resulting in improvements to 
the local economy, which attracts more people, which results in more jobs, and so on. 
He also recognized that lighting appropriate for downtown was not necessarily right 
for the suburbs and suggested that neighbourhoods establish their own standards. 
Identifying the lack of tax dollars to finance projects, Bagnell suggested private 
sector/govemment partnerships to light business areas, with tax participation from 
neighbourhood property owners as alternative and additional sources of financing.

Jean Pigott opened the floor for discussion and artfully steered the audience away 
from costs, jobs and taxes, directing our attention instead to human values — 
enjoyment, comfort and security. We responded by stating that standards established 
for cars driving on roadways were not compatible with peoples’ wishes to utilize 
outdoor spaces at night; that more lighting was not better lighting; that light should be 
directed where it is wanted and needed; that lighting should suit its intended use; that 
lighting appropriate to one area, is not appropriate to another; that glare caused by bad 
lighting reduced use and enjoyment of the night, whether by the young woman jogging 
along a pathway, the senior enjoying a stroll or the astronomer gazing at the Milky 
Way, and that poor lighting affects us all.

I left that seminar feeling very satisfied in the knowledge that others were also 
voicing their criticism of current lighting methods.
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Star-dot-Star Land: Joseph Armstrong
Vistapro 3.0 for Windows (Virtual Reality Laboratories)
(Note from David Lambe: We're working our way through a large shelf fu ll o f 
astronomy-related software. My PC, unfortunately, is merely a '486, so can't run all 
the products. Drat! However, my worthy assistant, Joseph Armstrong, has a real 
muscle machine: wide tires, big engine, twin exhausts, afterburner, etc. Joe has 
agreed to review this month's package.)

For anyone interested in giving their home PC a serious performance workout, 
Vistapro 3.0 is the penultimate hardware exercise program on the market. Vistapro 3.0 
for Windows is a fractal landscape design program with a large collection of demo 
landscapes and a large range of customizable features. Being a fractal program, I had a 
feeling that Vistapro 3.0 would demand quite a lot of system resources, and I was 
proved correct. The system I was working with at the time was a Pentium 75 with 16 
MB of RAM. I subsequently tested it on a 486 DX4 100 with 20 MB of RAM, and my 
current system, a Cyrix 6x86 P166+ with 32 MB of RAM. The manual lists the 
minimum system requirements as a '386 or greater, with 4MB of free RAM. At first 
glance, this does not seem too unusual for a program written in 1994. However, upon 
further reading, I discovered the estimated drawing (termed rendering in the program) 
times for a fairly simple image on a '386 would take more than a day! My first 
suggestion is, DO NOT even try this program on anything less than a '486 DX2-66 
with lots of memory (16 MB and up).

However, if you do have a fast computer, and are interested in spending lots of 
time designing landscapes, this could be the program for you. One bone of contention I 
had, and this is a personal pet peeve, is that the manual for the program comes only in 
adobe acrobat format (this is a text viewing program, and it comes with Vistapro). I 
don't know about you, but I have always felt a certain charm with paper, and I find it 
quite frustrating to read on-line manuals. Apart from that, the manual is well written 
(a first I think for a computer program) and is easily understandable.

The program starts in a design mode, with a topographical map of your choice 
displayed on the left of the screen. A regular Windows menu bar appears at the top, 
and to the right of the screen are the design tools. Vistapro allows you to take 
'snapshots of a landscape through a virtual camera, and then renders the snapshots 
into viewable images. The camera itself is displayed on the topographical map, and its 
view is manipulated by moving the camera's location, as well as its lens target. Both 
horizontal and vertical adjustments are possible through a simple co-ordinate system, 
and a handy zoom feature for the camera lens is also available.

After setting the camera position, the next step toward viewing an image is to 
'“render” it. This function converts the selected portion of the topographical map into 
a textured polygonal 3D map. Wow, nice images! To decrease the rendering time, you 
can choose from a number of different resolution and effect settings. The manual 
suggests using the lower settings if  you are attempting to find the “perfect” shot, and 
only use the maximum settings once you are satisfied with the camera angle and
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effects. I have to agree, and on slower computers, unless you have a week or so of free 
computer time, don’t bother with the maximum settings.

The variety of effects is quite astounding, and very user-friendly. Through the tool 
bar on the right of the screen, you can access all of the possible effects contained 
within Vistapro. Effects such as overhead lighting conditions, rivers, lakes, cloud 
level, fog level, tree line, snow line, and even four different types of trees are easily 
manipulated through a simple mouse click. Again, be careful not to get carried away 
with all the neat toys; each effect substantially increases the rendering time of an 
image, with trees being one of the most time-consuming. For the completely inept 
artist like me, Vistapro enabled me to feel like a member of the Group of Seven (well, 
almost)!

One of Vistapro’s more powerful features could be its animation capabilities. 
Based on a script language, this feature allows you to program a “flight” path for the 
camera over any landscape. Vistapro uses the AVI file format to store these videos, 
and most Windows-based movie players can handle these files. It even comes with 
stereoscopic viewing capabilities, which I unfortunately could not access (I don’t have 
a cyberscope!).

For anyone interested in flying over the Rockies, the Grand Canyon, or Olympus 
Mons, Vistapro definitely excels over any other landscape program I have ever seen. 
One could spend countless hours simply viewing the fabulous demo images, and not 
even begin to explore the custom design aspects of Vistapro. The images are fantastic 
as Windows wall paper, and could be very powerful in an educational setting. The 
major drawback of Vistapro 3.0 is its desire to put your system through a serious 
workout, and if you have a slower computer, this workout may seem like a lifetime.

[You can reach Joseph by e-mail at jarm str2@ chatcarleton.ca; David's address is 
suzydave@magi.com. All feedback and suggestions greatly appreciated.]

National Council Meeting 1996 Richard Wagner
The October 26 meeting of the National Council was held at York University to 

try to avoid the congestion resulting from the massive anti-government demonstration 
held in downtown Toronto the same day.

At the meeting we got our first chance to meet Bonnie Bird, the Society’s new 
Executive Secretary. She gave a brief description of her duties to give some of the less 
experienced members of Council an idea of what goes on at National Office. Her main 
duties include handling communications (including mail, phone, fax and e-mail), 
dealing with memberships, looking after Society publications, and keeping track of 
finances and bookkeeping. As someone said, we now have a little better idea as to why 
some things appear to happen almost magically, while other things seem to take ages.
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Rajiv Gupta, the Treasurer, noted that he had just been informed of a recent 
change in policy by Revenue Canada - memberships in any organization are now 
subject to GST (except of course for political parties). Since many people have already 
joined or renewed without paying the GST, it was decided that National Office will 
absorb the GST costs for this renewal season only. Next renewal we will have to pay as 
individuals.

National Office will soon have a new phone number - toll free. It is expected 
(though not yet confirmed) that the number will be 1-888-924-RASC and it should be 
operational in a few weeks.

There was a presentation by Theo Dimson, the graphic artist who has been hired 
to prepare the design of the Journal replacement. He gave a short and colourful 
presentation on his love of astronomy and showed several very nice mock-ups of the 
new journal (although Rob Dick was not terribly impressed). Also present was Ed 
Sluga who told us about his company, Strategic Ink, that will be contracted to serve as 
the publications manager for the Society. I came away with a rather good feeling that 
things are in good hands and should run well.

However, the name fiasco continues. This is such an issue of personal taste that a 
consensus has been, so far, impossible to reach. It looks like the old name will stay for 
the first few issues while we give the membership as a whole the chance to choose a 
new title.

The Awards and Membership and Promotion committees are proposing a new set 
of observing certificates for new observers. These will take the beginner by easy stages 
to a level where they can say they are reasonably familiar with the night sky.

It was noted by Leo Enright that the British Astronomical Association is the only 
astronomical organization in the world that has a committee dedicated to promoting 
aurora observing and reporting. Since Canada is the best place in the world to see 
aurora, he has proposed that something similar be done here within the RASC. More 
details will undoubtedly follow.

A guide to Comet Hale-Bopp has been produced by Don Hladiuk. One free copy 
was presented to each Centre. This 50-page booklet includes basic information on 
comets, where to find Hale-Bopp, how to observe and photograph comets, orbital 
information, observing forms, and many other interesting titbits. Copies are available 
for $10 per copy.

Copies of the latest edition of the Beginners Observing Guide were provided and 
will be for sale at upcoming Observer’s Group meetings. I also brought back, on 
consignment, a few copies of The Observer's Handbook for sale.

The next National Council meeting will be on March 1, 1997 in London 
(Ontario!) to help celebrate the 75th anniversary of that Centre. Any input to our 
Centre’s position on the above issues or any others is welcome.
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Membership Renewals
As noted in my report on the recent National Council meeting, we are now forced 

to pay GST on membership fees. Our renewal notices from University of Toronto Press 
show $2.52 tax per year. Many people have renewed their memberships already 
(primarily in centres who have opted out of the UTP system) or joined for the first time 
without paying the taxes, so National Office is going to cover the cost of the GST for 
all renewals and new memberships this fall. This means that, regardless of what 
renewal notices say, only pay the $36.00 per year, not the GST when you renew. If you 
have already sent in your money with GST you can ask for a refund of that portion of 
your payment.

Video Camera for Sale
Canon L-1 video camera, complete with 15x zoom lens, 2x teleconverter, 7 batteries 
and box of five 2-hour metal tapes. Includes custom-made 2-inch focuser adapter. 
Asking $2000. Call Glenn at (613) 445-4167.

October Observers Group Meeting Hilderic Browne
OG Chair Glenn LeDrew led off the October 4th meeting by asking who among 

the membership had been monitoring Comet Hale-Bopp, still visible in the early 
evening but slipping further west day by day. It sports a 1° tail and has bright, 
condensed nucleus: little sublimation or ionization have yet occurred. There’s a new 
interloper to watch out for, too: Comet Tabur, discovered by an Australian, is now 
technically a northern circumpolar object for us, and will be moving across Ursa Major 
from the morning into the evening skies. It’s about the same apparent size as Hale- 
Bopp, but a trifle fainter at mag 6.1. Glenn thought some might want to look for it 
from Indian River Observatory the following night; a star party was planned.

Centre President Rick W agner dealt with a few business matters, beginning with 
the November 22nd Annual Dinner Meeting, for which our guest speaker will be Dr. 
Robert Garrison of the University of Toronto, and now second vice-president of the 
RASC nationally. Dr. Garrison is also directory of the U of T Southern Observatory at 
Cerro Tololo, Chile. Tickets are $27, available from Gary and RoseAnne Mussar.

Membership dues are no longer collected by the local Centre for existing 
members; instead, we are billed directly by the national Society, via the publisher of 
the Journal (University of Toronto Press). Keep an eye on your mailbox! By contrast, 
the 1997 RASC calendars were available “here, now” from Rick at $10 each.

The Centre has received a draft contract from NMST regarding moving our 
monthly meetings to the museum. It seems to be a standard agreement, and Rick felt 
some specific details could/should be ironed out. It seems possible that we might be 
enjoying new quarters by December! [Nope! We’ll still be at Carleton in December.]
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Le selection du chef Paul Comision (Cutting Edge) this month was M33’s 
Puzzling Globulars from the October Sky & Telescope’s “News Notes.” Hubble Space 
Telescope observations of this 3.5x106-l.y.-distant galaxy have enabled color- 
magnitude (alias Hertzprung-Russell) diagrams to be constructed for several of its 
globular clusters, its most readily detectable constituents. The stars that have most 
recently turned off the main sequence and begun burning helium are redder than their 
equivalents in the Milky Way, which means these clusters — and perhaps M33 itself 
— are younger than ours.

Three months till Christmas seems a long time, but one essential kind of 
astronomical gear often needs a long lead time to order: books. Paul thought it would 
be a good idea to recommend candidates in several categories:

• Atlases: the three best ones for Paul’s money are Uranometria 2000 (two 
volumes, covering the Northern and Southern Hemispheres); the HB 
AstroAtlas from Australia; and Sky Atlas 2000.0 (a distant third place).

• Reference Books: The Astronomy and Astrophysics Encyclopedia is 
expensive at over $100, but covers the whole field; Introductory 
Astronomy and Astrophysics by Zeilik; and The Physical Universe by 
Frank Shu.

• Specialist: Visual Astronomy o f the Deep Sky by Clark will have you 
honing your observing skills and competes in a way with Luginbuhl & 
Skiff's Observing Handbook and Catalogue o f Deep Sky Objects', while 
Planetary Nebulae by Hynes is representative of many good single-topic 
books.

• Catalogues: every observer needs one...or many! Paul likes the Deep Sky 
Field Guide to Uranometria 2000.0 (what you might call Volume 3 of 
this atlas); Sky Publishing’s NGC 2000.0 by Sinnott; the Deep Sky 
Observer’s Handbooks, eight [not six, Paul!] volumes issued by the 
Webb Society: unfortunately, they contain quite a few errors; and finally 
Sky Catalogue 2000.0 (2 volumes).

• Beginner’s Books: Nightwatch and The Universe and Beyond by Terry 
Dickinson; or anything else by this author!

In introducing Rob Dick’s talk, Glenn wondered how many of us had been able to 
observe the recent lunar eclipse. A few put up their hands, most of whom admitted 
their view was obscured by clouds to a greater or lesser extent. The general feeling was 
that this eclipse was slightly darker than last April’s, but nothing like those of a few 
years ago. when the ashy legacy of Mt. Pinatubo hung in the atmosphere. Rob has 
nearly made a career of recording eclipses, often to his own detriment: in spending 
hours tending balky equipment for marginal results he claims he loses out on simply 
enjoying the spectacle. (We think he just enjoys recounting “tales of woe.”) His latest
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effort, made with a video camera taping ½-second bursts every 20 seconds, gave a very 
creditable rendition.

B rian McCullough had just returned from a trip to British Columbia where he 
was able to visit two notable observatories: the Dominion Astrophysical in Saanich, 
and well known Canadian amateur Jack Newton’s. When DAO was constructed in 
1918, its 1.8-m. reflector was the largest telescope in the world. It is now called the 
John Stanley Plaskett telescope after the Dominion Astronomer who picked the site 
and subsequently used the instrument to gather so much data. (“Plaskett’s Star,” a 6th- 
mag. binary in Monoceros may be the most massive star system in our galaxy.) The 
building is made, surprisingly, of sheet metal and besides the 1.8-m., houses a library 
and optical workshop complete with aluminizing chamber. A 1.2-m. scope is located 
elsewhere on the site. The original 2,000-kg. mirror by Brashear was replaced in 1974; 
it and the old clock drive (used until 1991) are on display, as are a 1/10th scale model 
dating from 1915 — and the actual instrument, CCDs and all, patiently waiting for 
nightfall and the end of visiting hours.

Jack Newton’s observatory, equipped with a 24" Newtonian., is located in his 
house. He now does mainly CCD work, and has just brought out a CD-ROM jointly 
with Don Parker in Florida; Jack provided deep sky images such as the Horsehead, the 
Whirlpool, the Eagle and the Trifid, while Don supplied planetary images. (Brian had 
several copies available for sale.) In fact, Jack is moving his large telescope to Florida 
in search of more frequent clear skies — and perhaps objects at more southerly 
declinations. The B.C. observatory will then become home to a 16" SCT.

As a final act of showmanship (or simply Show & Tell?), Brian produced a one- 
pound iron meteorite from his pocket, Widmanstätten pattern and all. This particular 
one came (via dealer Robert Haag in Tucson) from an 18th-century fall in Mexico. 
Most meteors are locked up in museum cases; this one is for Brian’s students to heft 
and to give them the thrill of handling something that came from “out of this world.”

Glenn LeDrew finished up the show with some slides. First, a lunar eclipse photo 
on Lumière 100 film, taken with a refractor and manually corrected for lunar motion: 
during the 2-minute exposure, he tapped the right-ascension drive brake every 15 secs 
to compensate for the Moon’s eastward drift. You wouldn’t have known from this 
photo how hazy the night of Sept. 26 was! Next up was a series of deep-sky exposures 
made with 135mm and 300mm lenses on Ektachrome Elite 2. Though rated at only 
ASA 100, this film’s excellent reciprocity characteristics allow it to outperform 
Glenn’s previous favorite, P1600 exposed at ASA 800; it reaches sky fog in the same 
time (15-20 min at f/2.8). Moreover, “it doesn’t have grain the size of my head!” His 
subjects were the Cygnus nebulosities, M31 and its companions, the Double Cluster in 
Perseus, the California nebula, and..and....Well, you get the idea!

Thus ended another successful OG meeting, with, as always, something to chew 
on brought by A rt and Anne Fraser. Next month, don’t miss the (dreaded?) elections 
for Observer’s Group Executive!
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Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory

gravel road

Take Hwy 417 West to Hwy 17 
Turn left at Hwy 44
Pass through Almonte, Right on Hwy 15 
Go 3 km to Clayton Road, Turn Left 
Turn right on Ramsey Conc. 8 
Cross bridge, road becomes gravel
Take next right (stop sign), 100 meters to IRO gate (on right) 
Gate Lock Combination is 10-35-48
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